
 

Dear Customer 
 
Magazine Claims Management – changes from 18

th
 April 21  

 
Acting on feedback from our customers we are changing how we manage claims for missing copies of magazines. Whilst we 
pack huge volumes with great accuracy every week, no process is perfect and 100% accuracy will not always be achieved.  
 
What we are committing to here is hopefully a simpler, less confusing process and better transparency on the actions we 
take following a claim to manage any errors made. 
 
How it works today. 
 

1. Our customers contact us either via SNapp or phone to claim a short delivery of a magazine.  
2. Smiths News immediately credits that claim. 
3. The depot teams then investigate the claim against our record of its packing and delivery and can, if they find 

evidence to dispute the claim, reject it. They do this by recharging the claim, usually on a subsequent day’s 
paperwork but with little indication of the reasons for the rejection. 

 
What’s changing? 
 

 From the 18
th

 April we will remove point 2 of our current process, the immediate crediting of claims.  

 The depot teams will carry out the same investigations and inform the customer of the decision on the next day’s 
paperwork and if a claim is rejected then customers will be given a clear reason why.  

 This new process will remove the vast majority of claims recharges.  

 We have created a new system designed to ensure our approach is rigorous, fair and the depot teams follow it 
consistently. 

 
How does the new process look? 
 

1. Our customers contact us either via SNapp or phone to claim a short delivery of a magazine. 
2. The depot teams will check the claim against our record of its packing and delivery. The depot team will then 

either; 
a. Accept the claim –you will see your claim accepted for credit on the next day’s paperwork 
b. Reject the claim –you will see your claim rejected along with a clear reason for that rejection on the next 

day’s paperwork e.g. Parcel Found or Tracked To Store 
 
There is no change to the current process if you don’t agree with the action we have taken in respect of any claim you 
make. Please use either SNapp or raise via customer services in the normal way. 
 
The process launches initially for magazines only with a view to bringing newspapers onto this new approach later in the 
year. 
 
We hope that this change to how we operate will help our customers better understand the actions taken in this area. If 
you have any questions regarding this change, please contact customer services. 
 
 
 
  


